2021 AT&T BYRON NELSON PARKING ALERT:

Due to previous inclement weather, the following changes are required for Tournament Parking Lots

Friday, May 14 -- Parking Updates and Changes

Rideshare drop remains unchanged and patrons are encouraged to utilize Rideshare if possible. Passes are still required for parking in backup lots. Please have your original parking pass available to show the parking attendant.

Lot 3: No Change in Operations

Lot 4 Parking will be re-located to the McKinney Soccer Complex at Craig Ranch
- 6375 Collin McKinney Pkwy, McKinney, TX 75070
- Shuttle will drop at the 18 FWY Tournament Entrance

Lot 6 and VOLUNTEER parking (Orange Lot) parking will be re-located to the McKinney ISD Football Stadium
- MISD Football Stadium Address: 4201 Hardin Blvd., McKinney, TX 75070
- Shuttle will drop at the Main Entrance to the Tournament

Lot 7: Lot 7 passholders should proceed to Lot 7, which will be parked on a limited capacity.
- Once limited capacity is reached, Lot 7 passholders will be diverted to Lot 6 and 8.

Lot 8: (Green Lot) parking will be re-located to the McKinney Soccer Complex at Craig Ranch
- 6375 Collin McKinney Pkwy., McKinney, TX 75070
- Shuttle will drop at the 18 FWY Tournament Entrance

Lot 9: (Purple Lot) Parking will be re-located to the McKinney ISD Football Stadium
- MISD Football Stadium Address: 4201 Hardin Rd., McKinney, TX 75070
- Shuttle will drop at the Main Entrance to the Tournament.

Lot 11: No Change in operation